Assessment of the sensitivity of In Vitro Diagnostic Medical Devices - guidance on the application of the CTS

Chapter: 2.5.5 Conformity assessment for particular product groups

Text: „The devices must be designed and manufactured in such a way that they are suitable for the purposes referred to in Article 1(2)(b), as specified by the manufacturer, taking account of the generally acknowledged state of the art. They must achieve the performances, in particular, where appropriate, in terms of analytical sensitivity, diagnostic sensitivity, analytical specificity, diagnostic specificity, accuracy, repeatability, reproducibility, including control of known relevant interference, and limits of detection, stated by the manufacturer.“
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1. Purpose of this Recommendation

The purpose of this Recommendation is to provide guidance to Notified Bodies and manufacturers on the application of the Common Technical Specification (CTS) and use of seroconversion panels to be analysed for screening or confirmatory assays, in assessing the sensitivity of In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) medical devices.

2. Introduction

The term sensitivity describes the detectability of the target marker by the respective VD medical device. The diagnostic sensitivity of a device is differentiated from its analytical sensitivity.

A rationale and history sheet is available; please contact Technical Secretariat.
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3. Definitions and Explanations

The following definitions of Diagnostic Sensitivity and Analytical Sensitivity are extracted from the references listed in section 8 and are as given in the Common Technical Specifications (CTS).

**Diagnostic sensitivity** 1,2,3

The diagnostic sensitivity is the probability that the device gives a positive result in the presence of the target marker. Diagnostic sensitivity is therefore expressed as the percentage of positive results obtained in a well characterised set of specimens containing the target marker.

**Analytical sensitivity** 4,5

In the context of the assays covered by the Common Technical Specifications (CTS), analytical sensitivity may be expressed as the limit of detection: i.e. the smallest amount of the target marker that can be precisely and continuously distinguished from the background.

**Note:**

While there is a direct correlation to be expected between diagnostic and analytical sensitivity for devices which detect (pathogen) components like nucleic acids or antigens, there may be no intrinsic correlation between the two parameters for antibody tests. This lack of correlation may be caused by the interindividual variation of the polyclonal humoral immune responses with respect to the epitopes provided by the test antigens.

**Explanation of Seroconversion panels**

A seroconversion panel consists of serial samples (members) obtained from an individual during the early infection phase. Seroconversion panels are usually obtained from back-up donations of plasma donors who have been freshly infected by the respective pathogen. The serial samples of a seroconversion panel reflect normal disease progression and therefore usually reflect a significant change of the measured parameter, normally from negative to positive. Due to different practices or regulations, which may be based on ethical considerations, the time intervals between the serial samples of a seroconversion panel may vary. For example, with current practices in some countries, the time interval between two plasma donations may be 3 - 4 days.
4. **Assessment of diagnostic sensitivity**

The diagnostic sensitivity of a new device is determined during its performance evaluation in direct comparison with (a) comparator device(s) reflecting the generally accepted level of detection. A set of specimens reflecting the target population and containing the target marker should be tested by the new and the comparator device(s), ideally in parallel.

Test results discrepant between the devices are resolved by evaluation of the respective sample in further test systems, by use of an alternative method or marker, by a review of the clinical status and diagnosis of the patient and/or by the testing of follow-up samples. On the basis of these data for many discrepant samples it should be possible to categorise the discrepant results into false positive/true negative or false negative/true positive.

Among the devices specified by Annex II, List A, of the IVD-directive, the blood screening devices (anti-HCV, anti-HIV1/2, HBsAg and anti-HTLV tests) usually provide a high diagnostic sensitivity with all samples of characterised positive populations being correctly classified.

5. **Assessment of analytical sensitivity**

The analytical sensitivity for a new device is determined during its performance evaluation in direct comparison with (a) comparator device(s) reflecting the generally accepted level of detection at that time. The analytical sensitivity is usually determined by serial dilution of reference materials (where available, recognised national or international standards should be used).

Consistency of detection limits for the known pathogen geno- and subtypes is determined by serial dilution of samples with known amounts of geno-/subtypes. The performance evaluation has to reflect the prevalence situation in the target population and assessment is made on the basis of the generally accepted levels of detection at that time.

6. **Performance Evaluation using seroconversion panels**

Detection of samples as soon as possible after infection is an important feature and a major field for device improvement. During the early phases of infection, pathogen components are present and low-titre and low-avidity antibodies are initially
generated. The presence of these constantly increases with time and may decrease again at later stages of the infection. For example, in the case of blood donation screening assays, the earliest possible detection of infection is very important to prevent transmission to blood donation recipients. To verify the suitability of a device for screening purposes, performance evaluation on seroconversion panels must be carried out.

After assessing the performance of the new device in several seroconversion panels, the overall performance of a new device is compared to the comparator device(s). This, together with the diagnostic sensitivity, is the principal basis for assessing the suitability of a new device for screening purposes.

7. Genotype / subtype sensitivity

Regarding the consistent detection of the known pathogen geno- and subtypes, comparative testing of true-positive and geno-/subtyped samples will provide information about potential assay-specific lack of sensitivity in relation to geno-/subtypes. The comparative test results in combination with the prevalence situation of the target populations are the basis of the assessment as to whether the device reflects the generally accepted levels of detection at that time.
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